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Abstract

With the shrinking of feature size on silicon the coupled ca-
pacitance between adjacent wires is contributing a signif-
icant factor to the interconnect delay, which already dom-
inates the circuit performance. In the near future coupled
capacitance could contribute as much as 50-75% to the in-
terconnect delay which has been largely ignored by per-
formance oriented layout teds. Given a routed design,
this work minimizes delay and the peak cross-talk by read-
justing the space between interconnects. It can reduce the
circuit delay significantly and in addition reduce the peak
cross-talk problem. An efficient technique based on net-
work simplex algorithm is used to solve the problem in the
paradigm of compaction.

1 Introduction

As the performance requirement for the electronic system
design is getting severer, LSI designers require advanced
CAD tools to enhance the circuit performance at all the lev-
els of the design. One of the important issues for the high
performance LSI design is to reduce the interconnect de-
lay in the circuits. Until recently the delay in the transis-
tors had dominated the circuit performance, and the inter-
connect delay has not been so significant. However, as the
device technology is improving the interconnect delays are
increasingly dominating [1] the performance.

The interconnect delay is caused due to capacitance and
resistance of wire segments. The capacitance for the wire
can be classified into two groups: ground and coupled. It
must be recognized that the coupled capacitance for a pair of
unit length metal wires will be much larger than the ground
capacitance in the future technology [1], as both the width
of the wire and the space between wires is reduced.

A number of papers have been published for perfor-
mance optimization during the physicat design phase[2, 3].
Most of these papers propose placement and routing algo-
rithms, essentially aiming to minimize the interconnection
length on the critical path. The delay model for intercon-
nection is assumed to be a functions of only the net length.
This means that these algorithms only handle the ground

capacitance directly, not the ccmpled capacitance which re-
quires analysis of the neighboring wires. Before routing it
is difficult to consider the effect of coupled cap~citance ac-
curately.

Our primary concern is to minimize interconnection de-
lay for a routed layout of cell based circuit, using a com-
paction algorithm while considering both the coupled and
ground capacitance for the wire segments on the critical
path. Though a number of papers have been published for
the compaction algorithms[4], they have largely ignored the
performance issues so far. The issue has been indirectly andl
inadequately addressed by trying to minimize the total wire
length [5].

Our secondary concern is the cross talk problem. The
interconnect cross talk will be a critical problem as the cou-
pled capacitance increases[l].

In the rest of the paper, we use the word spacing in-
stead of compaction since we not only compact but expandl
the layout sometimes to have the optimal electrical perfor-
mance.

1.1 Interconnect Capacitance Trend

In the single layer environment, the interconnection capac-
itance can be divided into three components: ground, fring
ing and coupled (wire-to-wire) capacitance. The fringing
capacitance can be included into the ground capacitance.
The ground capacitance per unit length of interconnection
depends on the width of the wire w and the distance from the
wire to the substrates. The c(Dupled capacitance, however,
depends on metal’s height h and the distance between two
neighboring wires d. In case of multi layers, capacitance
between two perpendicular running metal wires on different
layers, can be considered as al ground capacitance, and that
between two parallel metal wires as coupled capacitance.

The ground capacitance will decrease in the future witlh
the reduction of width of the interconnection [1]. On the
other hand, the coupled capacitance will increase as the
space between the interconnections is being redluced and the
height of the interconnections is kept constant to avoid in-
creasing the interconnect resistance.

Figure 1, cited from [1], shows the trend curves of the
interconnection capacitance. The main stream fabrication
technology in the next decade will be 0.2pm CMOS techn-
ology. It is estimated from current status of CMOS that the
coupled capacitance will become two or three times larger
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Figure 1: Interconnection capacitance trend

than the ground capacitance[6]. Clearly, the coupled capac-
itance will play an important role in determining the circuit
delay in the future. Thus, it is inevitable to develop CAD
tools for reduction of the coupled capacitance. The coupled
capacitance besides increasing delay also creates the cross
talk problem between interconnections.

1.2 Overview

Given a routed layout, we consider a layout problem to opti-
mize the circuit performance by changing only the spacing
between the wires. As described in the previous sections
increase in space between the wires will reduce the coupled
capacitance thereby improving the performance. Increased
spacing will increase the area and also the wirelength in the
orthogonal direction. One can reduce the area penalty by
exploiting the fact that only some portion of the layout is
spatially critical, which determines the overall area. By dis-
tributing the space among wire segments carefully and con-
sidering the effect on vertical wire length increase one can
improve the performance,

As the traditional compaction problem in general deals
with the adjacency information of each interconnection seg-
ments, we think that the problem of coupled capacitance
optimization can be best described in the paradigm of spac-
ing, which is more geneml concept than compaction. The
two-dimensional spacing is too time-consuming to take the
timing issues into account, thus we resrnct ourselves to the
one-dimensional spacing.

Our first objective is to reduce the delay in the given
routed circuit. In the proposed algorithm, PERFECT, a set
of critical paths is extracted from the net list by performing
a static timing analysis of the layout. The timing constraints
on the cfh.icd paths are handled using Lagrangian relaxation
technique. Here, the concept of the repulsive constraint pro-
posed in [7] is used for the local increase of space. In ad-
dition to the coupled capacitance minimization, the ground
capacitance is also reduced at the same time. “The algorithm
is based on the network simplex method, so the entine spac-
ing process can be handled within a constraint graph.

Our secondary objective is to reduce the peak cross talk
in the circuit, The cross talk is caused by the proximation
of the long interconnects. We reduce the maximum peak
cross talk in the chip by re-adjusting the space between the

interconnects, Again, the repulsive constraints are used.
We have established a table look-up method to estimate the
cross talk rapidly in a routed circuit. We analyze the lay-
out and select the nets whose cross talk exceeds the given
threshold for applying repulsive constraints.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The timing
model is described in Section 2, followed by the problem
formulation in Section 3. Spacing algorithm based on net-
work simplex algorithm is presented in Section 4. Section 5
discusses cross talk estimation and an algorithm for reduc-
tion. Section 6 presents experimental results followed by
conclusions and future work in Section 7.

2 Timing Model

Delay in an integrated circuit maybe viewed as consisting
of two components: cell/module delay and net delay. Mod-
ule delays are taken from the library and net delays are com-
puted as described below. Timing analysis is computed by
a block-oriented search [81.

Bakoglu in [1] has presented an interconnect delay model

that is the basis for the model chosen in this work. Let R$* e

and R~a~’ represent the resistance of the driving cell during

arising and falling output. The rising and falling waveform
delays of the output net of G~ can be approximated by:

q.. = R$$e(Cnet + Cload) + 0,5&(C’net + CIOaJ
d~all = R{”’’(Cnei + Cload) + 0.5Rw(Cnet + Clad)

(1)
C..t is the interconnect capacitance of the output net of b;
and C/..cI is the capacitance of the driven pins. & is the
lumped interconnect resistance from the source to a sink.
The factor of 0.5 which multiplies RW is based on the anrtl-
ysis of [1] to model distributed RC delay.

Net capacitance Cnef consists of two components:

capacitance to ground C~~~ and coupled capacitance

C~p’ed. C~~~ is proportional to the routed net length. The

C~J”ed however is a function of distance between the the
adjacent wire segments which can be changed during com-
paction. The relation for coupled capacitance between two
segmentss 1, S2 on layer m 1 and m2 respectively is given

where 1,1,2 is the coupled length between the segments,
d, 1$2is the distance between the segments and Km1m2 is

the technology dependent constant. Using this eqn C~p’ed
can be written as:

(3)

3 Problem Formulation

In this section, we restrict ourselves to the vertical spacing.
The horizontals acing can be performed similarly.

YLet If = {hi be a set of the horizontal interconnection
segments and let ht, hb c H be two virtual segments put at
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the top and bottom of the layout respectively to bound the
layout vertically. The maximum [minimum] x-coordinates
of those segments are defined to be larger[smaller] than the
x-coordinates of the other segments.

Let yi be the y-coordinate of the segment hi. The con-
straint induced by the process technology between two seg-
ments hi and hj is written as

yi – yj ? Rj~, (4)

where R~, is the constraint value, usuatly the design rule
value such as spacing or margin. Many types of constraints
can be expressed by inequality (4). The upper-bound con-
straint is expressed with negative R a. The equality con-
straint y~ – Yj = Rji is replaced by two inequalities

Yi – yj 2 Rj i and Yj – yi ? – Rj i. The set of ordered
segment-pairs (hj, hi) with the constraints of ine41uality (4)
is denoted by F.

In addition to the design rule constraints there are tim-
ing constraints on the critical paths. The timing constraints
are too complex to be handled directly and we use the La-
grangian Relaxation technique[2] to them into the cost func-
tion.

With each critical path ir we associate a Lagrangian mul-
tiplier AZ. To begin with ~. is set to be O. We update &
according to the following equation:

Am = maz(O, ~~’d + t * (delay= – cycle time)) (5)

where delay. is the total delay on path r, cycle time is the
specified cycle time and t is the damping factor, which is ini-
tially set to 1 and then reduced slowly. From the path La-
grangian multipliers we derive Lagrangian multipliers for
each cell n, as follows:

A,, = ~ A., (6)
I>,er,

The spacing problem with the Lagrangian Relaxation can
be defined as below:

Problem 3.1 Vertical spacing problem

Objective function

nmz~rnin ~ AT .~(d~’”’n”c +maz(@’e,d;””))

Hcc g~m
(7)

Constraints

Yi – Yj > Rji (hj, h~) E F (8)

Yt – ?/b ~ specified. height.limit (9)

Here C is a set of the critical paths and &trin’ic, d~’e and

d~a~l are the intrinsic delay of a cell g, rise and fall delay of

tie net driven by g, respectively (See eq.(1)).

3.1 Linear Programming Formulation of the
Problem

The non-linear objective function makes it difficult to de-
velop an efficient algorithm to solve Problem 3.1 directly.
Our basic idea is to solve it as an approximate linear pro-
gramming problem for a fixed set of A and then update ,4
based on the current solution. We transform the problem to
one in which the linear term (ground capacitance delay) is
the objective function and the non-linear term (coupled ca-
pacitance delay) is handled as a repulsive constraint[7]. The
idea is to introduce a‘ repulsive force’ between two coupled
critical segments. The repulsive constraint is defined based
on the concept of the degree of proximity.

Let us define the degree of proximity ~(y) in our case as
follows:

f(Y) = min (y~ – yI)/CtI~(,
(h,,h~)(EP

(1OI)

~rk = & . Dz . lkI/&~34, (11)

where 61~ is the initiat space ‘between critical ,segment pair
(hi ,h~) E P, D2 is the technology dependent coupling ca-
pacitance constant, and ark is the sensitivi of the overall
circuit delay to the 6U. ?The constraint ~ y) ~ maz is
called repulsive constraint. Maximization of ~(y) ensures
that the minimum weighted space between hi and hj ex-
pands as far as possible reducing the coupled capacitance,,

For a fixed set of ~ the spacing problem 3,,1 can be ap-
proximately transformed in the following parametric linear
programming problem with parameter z.

Problem 3.2 LP Formulation of Problem 3.1

Objective function

dG = ~(~g . n~j . D1 ~(yi – yj)). ~ min. (11!)

Constraints

Yi – YJ 2 Rjz ((hjt hi) ~ F), (13)

yb – gt > –specified-height-limit, (14)

!A – ?// > ~ik ‘Z ((h,hk) 6 ~), (1!5)

Parameter
~(~ maz). (16)

where, D1 is the technology dependent ground capacitance
constant and dG represents tlhe delay due to the ground c~a-
pacitance.

We could solve Problem 3.2 by a conventional method
based on the simplex algorithm [lO]. However, since the
pivoting operation in a large sparse matrix is inefficient, we
use the algorithm in [7] based on the concept of network
simplex method.

4 Spacing Algoril.hm

4.1 Constraint Graph

The first step of the spacing algorithm is creation of tlhe
constraint graph. Let us denote the constraint graph by
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G( V, E), where V is the set of vertices and E is the set
of edges. A vertex vi corresponds to a horizontal segment
hi in the layout and there is an directed edge (vj, ~ij if the
segment hi is above segment hj and is visible from It.

Let us denote the set of the segments pairs (hj, hi) hav-

ing the term (vi – ~j ) in the objective function by Q.
We refer a critical path on the constraint graph Gas a spa-
tial critical path to differentiate it from the critical path in
the timing domain.

We assign two weights WI(e), w2(e) and cost c(e) for
each edge e c E. The weight WI(e) is set m Rji for e E
F, O for the others. and the weight wz(e) is set to aji for
e c P, O for the others. The total weight for an edge e is
expressed by WI(e) + wz(e) . z. The edge weight increases
as z is increased by the algorithm. The cost c(e) is set to
~~ . nij . D1 fore 6 Q, O for the others.

4.2 Graph Based Algorithm to Resolve Re-
pulsive Constraints

In [7j, a network simplex algorithm which solves a class of
problems like Problem 3.2 was proposed and the algorithm
is adapted to our case. Here we directly present the algo-
rithm, for details see[7].

Algorithm 4.1 (Ah Algorithm for Solving Problem3.2[7])

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Let z = O. Construct a tree T of G corresponding to a
minimum wire length layoul (initial fesaible solution)
by [5]. Let dG be the value of the objective function

H

and Cl(ei, T) [C2 ei, T) , and D(f, T) be the sum of
edge weights WI (e [wz(e ] and edge costs in the fw-
damental circuit and cutset w.r.t. a cotree edge ei and
a tree edge f respectively.

Len = {elC’2(e, T) > O,e E E–T}.

Find b.z and an edge r E 1 which satisfy

Starting with a minimum wire length solution at z = O,
Algorithm4.1 increases z by an amount such that a new spa-
tial path becomes critical. Then, the weight WI(e) is in-
creased by ffj ~ oz to expand the space between the critical
horizontal segments. This process is iterated until no further
increase of z is possible.

Each step in Algorithm. 1 except stepl takes at most
O(IEI), and it can be shown that we can initialize Cl(e, T),
C2(e, T) and D(e, T) for all e witha T in O(IEI). Note that
it is only necessary to re-calculate the fundamental circuit
value for the co-tree edges in the fundamental cutset defined
bys in each iteration, and the recalculation can be done in
constant time for each edges in the cutset. l%us, the com-

\

plexity for Algorithm4.1 is at most O Il?l . Nz), where NI
is the number of iterations. NI < IV in all of our experi-
mental circuits.

4.3 A Performance Driven Spacing A1go-
rithm

The overview of the algorithm is as follows.

Algorithm 4.2
construct_vert ical_const raint_graph;
do {

timing_analysis ;
update_lagrangi an_multipliers;
set_repulsive_c onstraints ;

while (there exist repulsive constraints) {
vertical-spacing ;

delete_crit~cal_ repulsive_constraints ;
}

} while (improvements > e) ;

In set_repulsive_constraints, we set the
repulsive constraints to the constraint graph G, us-
ing the result of timing_analysis. In the next
step, we solve the Problem3.2 using the Algorithm
4.1. We set all ~ji on the spatial critical paths to O
in delete critical repulsive constraints
and repeat ATgorithm4. 1. 7See Figure 2)~ese procedures

62s ~:~(–cl (e,T)/Cz(e, T)) = –cl (~,z3/c2(~, q). arejtsfited Uri@thereisn?morefiwls~veconsfiinqwi~
uosltwe reuulswe coefficients. The same urocess 1s re-

(17)

Let

W1(e) - wl(e) + 6Z . w2(e) (for ail e c E(IJ8)

z+- 2 + 62, (19)

dG - dG +6z . ~c(e) .C~(e,~). (20)
eEQ

Let J = {e 6 Tie is a tree edge which is included in
the fundamental circuit defined by co-tree edge r and
has opposite direction in this circuit). If J = ~ then
stop.

Find an edge s G J satisfying min,eJ D(e, T) =
D(s, T).

Let T + (T – {s}) U {r}. Go fos[ep2.

peatl$ ~;grizont.al direction.
each step in Algorithm 4.2

except vertical_spacing takes O(IEI). The overall
complexity depends on the number of repulsive constraints
and the value of e, given by designers.

5 Cross Talk Reduction by Spacing

In this section, we address the problem of reducing peak
cross tatk in the chip by using che same spacing algorithm.

5.1 Cross Talk Estimation

We need to estimate/compute the peak cross talk voltage
for the given layout in order to reduce it. Current trans-
mission line simulators for ex. spice etc. are too slow to
simulate thousands of nets in the circui~ thus we need some
fast way of computing the cross-talk. Number of papers
have been published for the cross-talk computation[ll, 12],
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Figure2: Deleting repulsive constraints for further opti-
mization

however, they make simplifying assumptions about either
losslessnessof the interconnect and/ordeal with the lines
terminated by characteristic impedance, But the real in-
terconnects are in general lossy, and terminated by various
impedance,

Sakurai, et.al[12] discuss a model for the cross talk in
RC interconnect with lossy interconnect and capacitive cou-
pling. This model can be used within the CMOS chip. How-
ever the formula presented in there for cross talk computa-
tion gives art unusually big cross talk compared to our simu-
lation results by SPICE and SWEC[13]. To have a realistic
and accurate cross talk estimation, we construct an empir-
ical model based on the simulation results using industrial
parameters. We have done the simulation with the trans-
mission line simulator SWEC[ 13] and derived a number of
tables for peak cross talk voltage as a function of various cir-
cuit parameters. The device and transmission line parame-
ters employed in the simulation are taken from the industrial
process[6J. The cross talk estimation is done using the table
look-up and interpolation.

The parameters used for the simulation are total quiet line
length Lt, coupled length L., coupled locations x(, Z., line
spaces, and rise/fall time of drivers T,, TJ.

During the spacing we compute the cross talk voltage for
the rising signal according to the following equation.

v, = F.(T., Lt, S)~C/~~ (21)

Here, the function F, is computed by the interpolation of
the 3-dimensional table obtained from SWEC simulation.

In general the segments composing a net forms a tree in
the layout and the maximum possible cross talk for each
fanout pins in this tree is required. We simply take a sum-
mation of the cross talk on each path from the output pin to
each input pin.

5.2 Spacing Algorithm for Reduction of
Maximum Cross talk

After routing we can adjust the spacing to reduce the cross-
talk, Increased spacing can increase not only the area, but
coupled lengths in the orthogonal direction as well. We
have to carefully distribute the increased spacing among the

segments so as to minimize the area increase by exploiting
the non-critical spatial areas while not increasing the cou-
pled lengths too much. This can be easily done by the ap-
proach described in previous sections. By setting repulsive
constraints between the wire segments we can increase the
spacing and by including the coupled length in the objective
function we can reduce the coupled length.

The overview of the algorithm is as follows.

Algorithm 5.1 Repeat the following procedure until no
nets are seiected at step 2.

1.

2.

3.

4.

6

Compute cross talk for each fanout pin on each net.

Select nets whose cross talk exceeds the threshold.

Set repulsive coefficient proportional to the cross talk
excess.

Spacing with the repulsive constraints[7].

Experimental Results

We have implemented PERFECT in C language on a DEC-
Station 5000, and performed experiments on standard cell
layouts. These examples are taken from the MCNC logic
synthesis layout benchmarks. They were mapped using
Berkeley tools MisII and placed and routed using OCT-
TOOLS. In these experiments, we performed only vertical
spacing.

Here, unit length capacitance, etc. for 0.2#rnCMOS
were estimated[6] from scaling of 0.5p7rzCMOS. The cell
delays are also adjusted such that sum of the cell delay on
a critical path is about 5070 of its total delay, which is con-
sidered a realistic assumption. Table 1 shows the results
comparing ordinary min area based spacing[14] with PER-
FECT. CPU times are in sec. Note that the tabulated circuit
delay inns is the worst path delay for the circuit including
both cell and interconnect delay. The average improvement
of the circuit delay for 0.5p twhnology is about 5% and for
0.2p technology is about 10Yo. The maximum allowable
area was set to 15% in these e~periments. The average are;a
increase is 97o, but it can be reduced at the cost of a slightly
smaller delay improvement. Figure 3 shows the area-delay
tmde off for Example C53 15.

Table 3 shows result for cross-talk reduction. On aver-
age our algorithm reduces peak cross-talk by 15-2CM0. This
reduction is achieved at about 8$Z0increase in the area.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

Coupled capacitance is going to be an important limiting
factor in achieving high performance circuits in near future.
We have presented an effective algorithm to minimize the
coupled capacitance to enhance the circuit performance. lk
can reduce the net delay by as much as 2070. In addition,
the algorithm also reduces the cross-talk in the circuit. The
cross talk problem is an inevitable problem in MCM designl.
Applying our algorithm to a rcnrted MCM circuit is the topic
of our future work.
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circuit cells Min Area I PERFECT

delav I area I CPU I delav I area I CPU, 1 . , , 1 . , ,

0.5p CMOS Technology

C1355 241 6.53 1.00 2 6.40 1.08 18
C2670 428 9.41 1.00 6 8.90 1.09 107

C5315 1001 12.90 1.00 18 12.06 1.08 240

C7552 1400 33.12 1.00 36 31.40 1.08 822

0.2,u CMOS Technology

C1355 I 241 I 2.55 I 1.00 I 2 / 2.45 I 1.08 I 18

C2670 428 3.85 1.00 6 3.48 1.09 109

C5315 1001 5.33 1.00 18 4.64 1.08 257

C7552 I 1400 I 13.84 I 1.00 I 36 I 12.30 I 1.10 I 787

circuit cells segs Min Area I PERFECT

Ctalk I area Ctalk I area

0.5u CMOS Technolozv

C1355 I 241 I ‘i920 I 0.12 I l.fi I 0.10 I 1.07

C2670 428

C5315 1001 8808

C7552 I 1400 ] 14670 I 0.50 I 1.00 I 0.42 I 1.09

0.2u CMOS Technolozv

Table 2: Cross Talk Reduction

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

[13]

Table 1: Experimental results

[14]
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